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Introduction:

Massive open online courses (MOOCs) are said to be different from previous Open Education Resources (OER)
is a way that they almost always provide some kind of assessment, certification or accreditation. With millions
of users enrolled in MOOCs, low students retention and certification rate can be considered as a potential
threat to the overall phenomenon. [1] Research shows that a clear purpose of participation in MOOCs is to
attain  some  form  of  certificate,  professional  diploma  or  accredited  credit  hour.  Presently,  this  can  be
accomplished with or without accessing a substantial amount of course contents available. To maximize the
utilization of MOOCs, it is important to understand the association between accessed course contents and
certification  or  retention  rate.  This  study  used  Markov  chain  to  predict  the  retention  and  certification
likelihood based on the fraction of course material learners accessed. Since the MOOCs under analysis were
higher education MOOCs offered by two prestigious universities; MIT and Harvard, we expect this study to
eventually contribute towards useful integration of MOOCs in formal academia. 

Related Work:

MOOC is a relatively new research area in e-learning. However, we found a number of studies [2-5] addressing
the issue of learners retention and certification. In [2] the researchers advocated that first week performance
is a strong indicator of retention. Researchers used assignment performance and social interactions to predict
that external incentives help learners in not only to maintain their performance but also to get certification. [3]
Used  Hidden  Markov  Models  (HMM)  to  predict  learners’  dropout  based  on  some  features;  cumulative
percentage of lecture video watched, number of forum threads viewed, number of posts, number of time
course progress page was checked and a combination of above. In [4] researchers used behavioral data for
early prediction. A correlation was found between student performance and lecture video-watching behavior.
Also whether a learner has been corrected using Correct on First Attempt (CFA) or not. [5] Used CFA and
clickstream data to predict  students’  behavior.  The researchers proposed two frameworks by using video-
watching  clickstreams;  one based on  sequence  of  events  created,  and another  on sequence of  positions
visited.  [6] Discussed Markov based clustering and social  network based modeling approaches to describe
different video watching preferences in MOOCs. 

Apart from the issue of certification, there are number of studies [7-9] which address the issue of retention
and  dropout.  [7]  Predicted  the  probabilities  to  identify  learners  at  risk.  This  paper  also  suggested  when
instructor design interventions are needed? Similar issue was explored in [8] which used features such as
assessment performance, video skip, assignment skip, etc. [9] classified learners into two categories: first,
those who watched videos only and second, who not only viewed videos but attempted the quizzes as well.
This study used learners’ behavior such as video lecture downloads, taking weekly quizzes, and solving peer
assessments, along with some additional features like number of lecture views and video quiz attempts etc.
For prediction, two discrete variables were selected; (a) the dropout week when a learner watched less than
10% of the remaining lectures, (b) final grade.   



Proposed Approached:

In 2014, HarvardX Research Committee and Office of Digital Learning at MIT issued a report along with a public
data set for first HarvardX and MITx courses. It  was a significant attempt to enhance and facilitate MOOC
related research. Over the academic year from fall 2012 to summer 2013, HarvardX and MITx launched 17
courses on edX, a joint platform for delivering online courses [1]. For this study we used this edX detailed
dataset for first two years of MOOCs.

In dataset, attribute View represented learners who accessed less than 50% of course chapters,  Explore who
accessed more than 50%, Certified who  received certificate.  Some learners after completion of one course,
opted for another course. During data analysis it was observed that learners were naturally divided into four
categories. We used those categories as states in our proposed Markov chain (Table1). 

Table 1

Category State View Explore Certified
No participation after enrollment S1 0 0 0
Accessed less than 50% of the chapters S2 1 0 0
Accessed more than 50% of the chapters S3 1 1 0
Accessed more than 50% of the chapters and attained certificate S4 1 1 1

From the original dataset,  we selected two courses offered by MITx. First,  Circuits and Electronics (6.002x)
offered in fall 2012. Second, Electricity and Magnetism (8.02x) offered in spring 2013. Both courses had a pre-
requisite/post-requisite relationship with each other and are listed as related courses on MITx website. It was
found that 4179 students were enrolled in both courses. For correct categorization, we removed couple of
outliers. 

Markov chain and Chapman–Kolmogorov equation

Like any other online service, future participation in online learning is dependent upon present experience of
the users. Under the above assumption, MOOC participation is essentially a Markovian process.  With state
space: Si = {S1, S2, S3, S4}, we first calculated the initial distribution for students being in one of these states in
one semester. Next, we calculated the transition probabilities for subsequent semester (Figure1).



Figure 1

Using the above, we proposed a Markov chain to represent the process (Figure2). 

Figure 2

Furthermore, we used one-step transition probabilities to define the n-step transition probabilities. Finally, the
Chapman–Kolmogorov equations  provided a method for  computing the  n-step transition probabilities and
Markov  chain  displayed  the  characteristic  of  steady  state.  This  method  enabled  us  to  predict  future
participation.  For  example  if  a  learner  started  from  state  S0  (no  participation,  only  enrollment)  in  first
semester? There is almost 55% chance that she will be in state S1 after 4 semesters. This unique approach is
useful to foresee the MOOCs engagement odds and learners’ transition from one learning state to another
learning state. The proposed method can also be used to investigate the effects of interventions on learners’
retention in different offering of MOOCs and hence, offer propositions for improvements. 
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